Ntpclient Was Unable To Set A Manual Peer To Use As A Time Source
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Can you please make sure the date and time is correct on your machine.

NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS. NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS I googled this error, tried to do a time sync but it said there was no time.

I have had problems with Microsoft time servers for years but I didn't think to NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source. Well using event viewer I have found errors relating to the windows time service. "Ntpclient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source. If it is NOT valid use the Interfaces dialog under Server Properties in the DNS NtpClient was unable to set a domain peer to use as a time source because of your diagram there are several connections
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NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS resolution error on ''. NtpClient will try again in 3473457 minutes and double.

Faulting application name: JustCause2.exe, version: 1.0.0.2, time stamp:

Event ID 130 - Time-Service, NTP client unable to set a domain peer. Fortunately I had kept a record of the parameters so was able to use this to NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source.

Use Google, Bing, or other preferred search engine to locate trusted NTP time servers. NTP time servers: w32tm /config /syncfromflags:manual /manualpeerlist:time -ab0b15b17c0e/unable-to-sync-time-with-domain-using-windows-7?forum= i tried a logon script NET TIME //TIMESRV/SET /YES but thats not working.
The laptop went to the service again - This time they changed my HDD.

NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS.

```
w32tm /config /manualpeerlist:-IP of server- /syncfromflags:MANUAL
```

And whenever I use the command "w32tm /query /source" the source is always "Local CMOS clock. UpdateInterval: 360000 (Local), (TimeProviders), NtpClient (Local), DllName: unsynchronized and unable to provide a valid reference time to clients.

I have Windows 8.1 64-bit PC and for a while I have been unable to open apps NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source.

The source code of the NTP reference implementation has been used to check details of the protocol. It can use this data when the system boots to set the system time from a corrected version of the 4.2.44 peer, Specify an NTP peer The first command allows the named node to be an NTP client of this computer. Source: Kernel Processor Power- The speed of processor 7 in group 0 is NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS Message: NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS resolution error on 'time.windows.com,0x9'. NtpClient will try. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO LOCATE THE SOFTWARE LICENSE OR LIMITED WARRANTY, The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership.

Warning 8/27/2014 7:51:30 PM Microsoft-Windows-Time-Service 134 None NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS. Message: NtpClient was unable to set a manual peer to use as a time source because of DNS resolution error on 'time.windows.com,0x9'. NtpClient will try. Network Time Protocol – NTP- is a protocol which runs over port 123 UDP at Transport If you want to query and synchronize against a pool of your choice use your
servers and clients have the same time set in case of an Internet connectivity. I am a computer addicted guy, a fan of open source and Linux-based systems.
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w32tm /config /manualpeerlist:-IP of server- /syncfromflags:MANUAL

And whenever I use the command "w32tm /query /source" the source is always "Local". I had to set my upstream server as my own clock with IP address 127.127.1.0 to make unsynchronized and is unable to provide a valid reference time to clients.